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░ ABSTRACT- Quantum machine learning (QML) is an evolving field which is capable of surpassing the classical machine 

learning in solving classification and clustering problems. The enormous growth in data size started creating barrier for classical 

machine learning techniques. QML stand out as a best solution to handle big and complex data. In this paper quantum support vector 

machine (QSVM) based models for the classification of three benchmarking datasets namely, Iris species, Pumpkin seed and Raisin 

has been constructed. These QSVM based classification models are implemented on real-time superconducting quantum 

computers/simulators. The performance of these classification models is evaluated in the context of execution time and accuracy 

and compared with the classical support vector machine (SVM) based models. The kernel based QSVM models for the classification 

of datasets when run on IBMQ_QASM_simulator appeared to be 232, 207 and 186 times faster than the SVM based classification 

model. The results indicate that quantum computers/algorithms deliver quantum speed-up.  
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░ 1. INTRODUCTION   
Modern computers can process and manipulate vast quantity of 

data because of developments made in their architecture which 

makes them computationally fast. Big datasets must be 

efficiently handled and managed by classical computers in 

order to support today's complicated applications [1]. But in 

terms of performance and processing, the expanding size of data 

is posing significant hurdles for classical computers [2]. The 

rise of big data has forced the development of a new computer 

architecture or method for dealing with complex big data 

challenges. Developments in quantum computing and quantum-

inspired machine learning techniques promise quantum 

speedups over their classical equivalents [3-4]. In fact, even 

before quantum computers were available, researchers began 

developing quantum machine learning algorithms that can 

outperform classical machine learning algorithms in terms of 

speed. All of these examples demonstrate that quantum machine 

learning algorithms have the potential to give significant 

speedups over their traditional counterparts [6-7]. The quantum 

computing paradigm is expected to ease the processing of large 

datasets and provide solutions to many complex problems. 

Quantum computers/algorithms are also expected to be 

capable of searching unsorted large databases [8], factoring 

numbers [9], and speedily extracting the needed patterns. They 

are capable of simultaneously searching for various data items 

and only detecting patterns of relevance [10]. Machine 

learning, artificial intelligence, big data analytics, financial 

modelling, molecular modelling, and other applications would 

all benefit greatly from the quantum computing revolution 

even before truly quantum solutions become available [11]. 

Machine learning (ML) and data analytics are benefitting 

from quantum-inspired algorithms [12]. Machine learning is 

expected to gain the most from advancements in quantum 

computing. [13] The key to success lies in translating real-world 

issues into quantum space. 
 

Artificial intelligent systems can generate results with 

precision, provided the training of bigger datasets with machine 

learning algorithms. The accuracy with which data is classified 

based on its specific traits or features determines how well AI 

systems work [14]. Quantum computers have the potential to 

extract computationally complex data attributes, which might 

disclose previously unknown concepts. The researchers have 

shown that quantum supremacy is approaching sooner than 

expected [15]. Typically, machine learning comes into play 

when there is no methodology for tackling complex problems 

and large datasets with various variables. Machine learning has 

emerged as a major technique for dealing with big datasets in 

domains such as computer vision, natural language processing, 

computational banking, image processing, and computational 

biology etc. The ML algorithms extract patterns from the data 

to provide a more accurate perception, which aids in better 

prediction and decision-making. The application of quantum 

processing in machine learning is not really restricted to 

academics but industrial sector is also excited about it. 
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QML applications will likely be employed to deliver more 

effective solutions to typical machine learning tasks in 

near future. 
 

Quantum computing represents a paradigm shift in the way data 

is processed. Quantum computers represent information in 

states |1⟩, |0⟩, and any linear combinations of  |1⟩ and  |0⟩ 
states concurrently, whereas traditional computers represent the 

information in Boolean bits 1 and 0 [16]. The fundamental unit 

of expressing the state of a quantum system is referred to 

Quantum-bit (Qubit). Quantum computers can handle and 

manipulate numerous quantum states concurrently owing to the 

concepts of superposition and entanglement [13]. In quantum 

computing, quantum algorithms/circuits are required for 

information manipulation. Unitary matrices are commonly used 

to describe quantum gates. Pauli X, Y, and Z-gates perform 

amplitude and phase transformations. Superposition is attained 

by applying Hadamard gate on qubits whereas CNOT gate 

perform entanglement operations on qubits [17-18]. 
 

The paper is divided into the following sections: Section-2 

introduces the fundamentals of classical machine learning. The 

quantum machine learning and quantum support vector 

machine algorithms are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 

contains the results of the experiment as well as a comparison 

of conventional and QML techniques. The paper is concluded 

in Section 5.  
 

░ 2. CLASSICAL MACHINE LEARNING 
A machine learns using two approaches, data-driven learning 

and interaction-driven learning. Machine learning may be 

divided as supervised [19], unsupervised [20], and reinforced 

[21] ML. Machine learning based data mining and data analysis 

is classified as both supervised and unsupervised, whereas 

interaction-based learning is classified as reinforcement 

learning, which improves progressively at each stage [5]. To 

grasp the notion of machine learning, a dataset X= 

{𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3, … . , 𝑥𝑛  } is used, where 𝑥𝑖  signifies the number of 

datapoints in the dataset. Dataset X is split into two parts, 

labelled training data (𝑋𝑇) and unlabeled test data (𝑋0). The 

supervised machine learning uses a set of already established 

training data 𝑋𝑇 composed of already categorized datapoints to 

produce a set of classifications Y= {𝑦1, 𝑦2, 𝑦3, … . , 𝑦𝑛 },where 𝑦𝑖  

is the class for datapoints 𝑥𝑖 . Both 𝑋𝑇  and Y are put into a 

machine learning system that optimizes their internal 

parameters until the training data is categorized into the closest 

Y value. When the machine has fully learned, it is given input 

𝑋0 to classify, and the system predicts the output for 𝑋0 [19]. 

Problems related to regression and classification are usually 

handled by supervised ML algorithms. In the case of 

unsupervised ML, the classification class is not specified, 

implying that Y does not exist. In such circumstances, machine 

learns on the basis of underlying structure of input data [22]. 

Unsupervised learning algorithms use training data 𝑋𝑇 

(unlabeled for unsupervised ML) as input and search for hidden 

structures. These algorithms aid in the problems related to 

clustering and dimensionality reduction tasks [5]. The 

unsupervised learning model involves a three-step process -

Select, learn, and generate new samples [2]. Reinforced ML is 

at the intersection of supervised and unsupervised ML as the 

instant correct output to input is unavailable, but there exists 

some sort of supervision. It gets feedback from the environment 

instead of obtaining the expected outcome for each input. This 

aids an algorithm since feedback indicates if the steps chosen 

facilitated or damaged the outcome [22]. 
 

For classification problems, ML provides a variety of 

algorithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) [23], 

Naive bayes [24], K-nearest neighbors [25], and Decision tree 

[26], etc. SVM is a supervised ML algorithm which finds a 

hyperplane between two classes with the maximum margin 

between their support vectors. The maximum margin aids 

SVM's classification efficiency [23]. Support vectors improve 

the location and orientation of hyperplanes in SVM. In SVM, 

the data is divided into two classes with values '-1' and '1'. A 

training data { (𝑥1, 𝑦1), (𝑥2, 𝑦2), … … . . , (𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛)  }, is 

considered such that 𝑌 = {1, −1}  are two distinct classes 

labelled with −1,1 . A hyperplane depicted in Figure 1 is 

usually expressed as  𝑤𝑇𝑥 − 𝑏 = 0, where w is the hyperplane's 

vector normal and b is the bias parameter. 

 

 
Figure 1: Representation of hyperplane and support vectors 

 

The support vectors corresponding to both classes are at 

maximum distance of ‖
2

𝑤
‖. The decision output produced by a 

linear SVM classifier for new data vector 𝑥0 is expressed as (1) 

𝑦𝑖(𝑤𝑇𝑥 − 𝑏) ≥ 1   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2,3, … 𝑁                                      (1) 

 

░ 3. QUANTUM MACHINE LEARNING  
Quantum machine learning combines ML and quantum 

computing to handle complex problems that are difficult to 

answer with classical ML [5,27]. In order to implement QML 

algorithms, supervised and unsupervised ML techniques are 

used. QML provides algorithms that can tackle complex issues 

that are difficult to address with classical ML [28]. Quantum 

algorithms are evolved from classical algorithms and can be 

implemented on quantum computers. The methods used in 

classical ML, such as deep neural networks, can detect 

statistical patterns in data and produce data that has those 

patterns. It has been noticed that if quantum algorithms generate 

statistical patterns those classical computers find difficult to 

generate, then quantum algorithms can identify these patterns 

easily [22]. 

https://www.ijeer.forexjournal.co.in/
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Many researchers have looked at the effectiveness of Quantum 

Support Vector Machines for QML problems using both 

practical and theoretical implementations. Vedran Dunjko et al. 

2018 examined various quantum algorithms such as quantum 

PCA and QSVM which have been numerically demonstrated to 

be giving quantum speed-up in ML and AI applications. Carlo 

Ciliberto et al. 2018 examined that the increased computational 

complexity and data have revolutionized ML algorithms 

resulting in impressive outcomes. Authors discussed about the 

computational cost related to the use of neural networks, linear 

algebra, optimization and sampling. Shivani Saini et al. 2020 

implemented a QSVM based classification model on Breast 

cancer dataset. Authors discovered that because of 

computational complexity the QSVM based model results in 

deteriorated accuracy against the SVM but the speedup of 234 

folds is delivered by quantum simulator against its classical 

equivalent. Gurmohan Singh et al. 2022 implemented QSVM 

algorithm on benchmarking MNIST dataset of pictures of 

handwritten numbers. Authors compared QSVM and SVM 

algorithms in the context of computational time and accuracy. 

Authors discovered that the kernel based QSVM is 81.62% 

computationally fast and 6.4% much accurate against the 

classical SVM.  
 

The implementation of QSVM algorithm on the quantum 

devices can be done by two ways. The one way is to utilize the  

Grover’s algorithm which delivers quadratic speedup [31] and 

other way is to utilize HHL algorithm [32] which delivers 

exponential speedup. The HHL algorithm efficiently extracts 

attributes of �⃗� satisfying the 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑎�⃗� =

�⃗⃗� 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 �⃗⃗� 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑁 𝑥1 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴 𝑖𝑠 𝑁 𝑥 𝑁 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥. 𝑆𝑉𝑀 

uses the least square approximation [33] which maps the 

quadratic problem into linear equation system and expressed 

as (2) 

𝐹 (
𝑏

�⃗�
) = (

0 𝐼𝑇

𝐼 𝐾 + 𝛾−1𝐼
) (

𝑏

�⃗�
) = (

0

𝑦𝑖⃗⃗ ⃗
)                         (2)   

Where I signifies unit matrix and 𝑦𝑖  denotes the training data 

labels. The elements �⃗� and 𝑏 are most significant in defining 

the SVM classifier's value. A linear kernel matrix (K) of size M 

x M and element 𝛾 handles SVM classifier’s goal and training 

error.  For a new input data 𝑥0, a linear equation system is used 

for classification and expressed as (3) 

𝑦𝑖(𝑥0⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) = 𝑠𝑔𝑛(�⃗⃗⃗� 𝑥0⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ + 𝑏) = 𝑠𝑔𝑛 [∑ 𝛼𝑖  𝑘 ( 𝑥𝑖⃗⃗⃗⃗  𝑥0⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) + 𝑏

𝑁

𝑖=1

]             (3) 

In order to solve a quadratic problem, a classical SVM classifier 

takes 𝑜(log(𝜀−1) 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦(𝑁, 𝑀))  time, where M denotes the 

number of training vectors, N represents dimensionality index 

and 𝜀 is the accuracy. The QSVM algorithm finds a solution for 

linear system of equations only in  𝑜(𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑁, 𝑀)) time. Hence, 

QSVM outperforms SVM and delivers exponential speedup 

[10]. In addition, the quantum computers process the 

information and store the information on quantum RAM in the 

form of quantum states which can be accessed parallelly 

[10,28]. 

 

░ 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experiment is conducted using QSVM and SVM on various 

benchmarking datasets to know the current position of QML in 

the computation field. Three datasets Iris species [34], raisin 

[35] and pumpkin seeds [36] are considered for this experiment. 

The iris species dataset comprises of three species setosa, 

versicolor and verginica each with 50 samples. In this dataset, 

one species of flower can be separated from the other two in a 

linear fashion, while the other two cannot. The dataset is in csv 

format and composed of 150 observations and 5 columns. The 

dataset comprises of four features i.e., sepal length, sepal width, 

petal length, and petal width extracted from the images of all 

three iris species. The aim is to classify the iris species dataset 

in three species. In case of raisin dataset, information of 900 

raisin grains which are divided equally is present and belongs 

to two categories of raisins. Seven features are extracted from 

the images of raisins by using image processing. The features 

are area, minor axis length, convex area, perimeter, major axis 

length, eccentricity, and extent. These features provide the 

necessary information about all the images of raisin grains. And 

one column is of class in which raisin grains are to be classified. 

The pumpkin seeds dataset comprises of information of 2500 

pumpkin seeds and divided into two classes of pumpkin seeds. 

The two classes of pumpkin seeds are Urgup_Sivrisi and 

Cercevelik. A total of 12 features are extracted from the images 

of pumpkin seeds. Out of 13 columns of the dataset, 12 columns 

belong to the features and one column belongs to class of 

pumpkin seeds. The extracted features are area, major axis 

length, convex area, eccentricity, extent, aspect ratio, perimeter, 

minor axis length, equip diameter, solidity, roundness and 

compactness. The execution time and accuracy are the 

performance metrics taken for the experiment which indicate 

the quantum simulators/computers offer quantum advantage in 

terms of speedup. 
 

The QSVM based models for aforementioned datasets will be 

implemented on a quantum simulator [37] and a 

superconducting quantum computer [38,39] whereas SVM 

based models will be implemented on a local computer. QML 

algorithms make use of a quantum library QISKIT [40] for 

building and implementing quantum circuits and algorithms.  

IBM has created a QISKIT integrated platform IBM Quantum 

[41], which facilitates users to access their quantum simulators 

and real-time quantum computers through cloud. The 

experiment is performed on QISKIT integrated Jupiter 

notebook and python 3.8.8 is used for programming the models. 

The number of shots used for this experiment are 8192. All the 

datasets are split into 75% training data and 25% testing data. 

The kernel and variational both approaches of QSVM algorithm 

on datasets will be implemented on three backends 

ibmq_qasm_simulator [39], ibmq_quito [38] and qasm 

simulator [37]. Variational QSVM solve classification 

problems when data has more than two classes. The variational 

QSVM makes use of two algorithms, one for finding the 

hyperplane and other for classifying test data whereas kernel 

QSVM is based on a single algorithm and used for the tasks 

related to binary classification [42]. For the classification of 

new data, a kernel matrix is computed using quantum system 

and then support vectors are computed making use of classical 

system. The experimental setup revealed in Table 1 comprises 

https://www.ijeer.forexjournal.co.in/
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of algorithms implemented on the datasets for classification, 

details of backend used for the experiments and performance 

metrics. 
 

░ Table 1. Experimental setup of classification models 

 

To implement QML algorithms on all datasets, a series of steps 

need to be followed which includes selecting a dataset, its pre-

processing, visualizing data, exploratory data analysis (EDA), 

data splitting, algorithm selection, dimensionality reduction 

using PCA, data classification using both variational and kernel 

based QSVM, producing quantum circuit and readout results 

[43]. All three datasets went through pre-processing steps like 

rescaling, data normalization and data cleaning etc. The 

algorithm selection for the datasets should be made in such a 

way that QML models produce valid and accurate results that 

EDA ensures. The datasets are now divided into training and 

test data followed by dimensionality reduction using PCA [44]. 

Lastly, SVM and QSVM (kernel/variational) are applied on the 

datasets for the construction of classification model and results 

are computed in the form of accuracy and execution time. 

Figures 2-3 revealed the relationship between the features of all 

three datasets using heatmaps and pair plots. They are used to 

visualize the correlation between features of any dataset. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2: Visualizing (a) hidden information inside the features and 

(b) correlation between features of the iris species dataset 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3: Visualization of correlation between the features of (a) 

raisin dataset and (b) pumpkin seeds dataset 

Classification 

algorithm 

Dataset Backend Performance 

metrics 

Variational 

QSVM 

Iris species, 

raisin and 

pumpkin 
seeds 

IBMQ Lima Accuracy, 

Execution 

time 
IBMQ QASM 

simulator 

QASM simulator 

Kernel based 
QSVM 

Iris species, 
raisin and 

pumpkin 

seeds 

IBMQ Lima Accuracy, 
Execution 

time 
IBMQ QASM 

simulator 

QASM simulator 

SVM Iris species, 

raisin and 

pumpkin 
seeds 

IBMQ Lima Accuracy, 

Execution 

time 
IBMQ QASM 

simulator 

QASM simulator 

https://www.ijeer.forexjournal.co.in/
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Table 2 depicts the accuracy and execution time results of SVM 

and QSVM based classification models for three benchmarking 

datasets implemented on quantum computer/simulator. 

░ Table 2. Assessment of Accuracy and execution time of 

classification models 

Dataset Classification 

Algorithm 

Backend Accuracy 

(%) 

Execution 

time (s) 

Iris 

species 

Variational 

QSVM 

IBMQ Lima 95.2 35.1 

IBMQ QASM 
simulator 

98 0.174 

QASM 

simulator 

98 17.6 

Kernel based 
QSVM 

IBMQ Lima 95.2 28.6 

IBMQ QASM 

simulator 

98.5 0.112 

QASM 

simulator 

98 16.5 

SVM Local CPU 

environment 

97 26.4 

Pumpkin 

seeds 

Variational 

QSVM 

IBMQ Lima 70.1 96.2 

IBMQ QASM 
simulator 

73.6 0.301 

QASM 

simulator 

71 73.4 

Kernel based 
QSVM 

IBMQ Lima 75 84.9 

IBMQ QASM 

simulator 
75.3 0.231 

QASM 

simulator 

75 46.1 

SVM Local CPU 

environment 

83.2 48 

Raisin Variational 

QSVM 

IBMQ Lima 61.7 124.3 

IBMQ QASM 
simulator 

65 0.457 

QASM 

simulator 

65 103.4 

Kernel based 
QSVM 

IBMQ Lima 65.4 98.1 

IBMQ QASM 

simulator 
68 0.381 

QASM 

simulator 

68 67.2 

SVM Local CPU 

environment 

80 71.3 

  

In the classification of iris species dataset, the recorded 

accuracy is 98% when both kernel and variational QSVM 

models are implemented on IBMQ_QASM_simulator and 

QASM_simulator. The percentage improvement of 1.5% is 

seen in the accuracy of variational and kernel QSVM based 

models against the SVM based classification model. The kernel 

based QSVM model takes a lot less time when compared with 

SVM model. The kernel based QSVM model is 232 times faster 

than the SVM based model for the classification of iris dataset. 

In case of pumpkin seeds classification, the maximum accuracy 

achieved by the QSVM based model is 75% when run on 

IBMQ_QASM_simulator. The accuracy of the SVM based 

model is 10% better than the kernel QSVM based classification 

model for pumpkin seeds dataset. But the execution time 

offered by the kernel based QSVM model is 207 times lesser 

than the SVM based classification model. 
 

The kernel based QSVM model when implemented on the raisin 

dataset and run on IBMQ_QASM simulator, produce 

classification outcomes with 68% accuracy. The accuracy of the 

SVM model is 15% better than the QSVM model. But the 

quantum advantage in terms of speedup is seen as kernel based 

QSVM model for the classification of raisin dataset is 186 times 

faster than the SVM based classification model. The speedup 

advantage offered by QSVM over SVM is depicted in Table 3. 

 

░ Table 3. Speedup offered by QSVM against SVM 

Dataset Computational speedup 

Iris species 232 times 

Pumpkin seeds 207 times 

Raisin 186 times 

 

░ 5. CONCLUSION 
The classification models using QSVM and classical SVM for 

three datasets namely iris species, raisin and pumpkin seeds has 

been constructed and then implemented on quantum/classical 

computational backends. It is found that both kernel and 

variational QSVM models offer speed advantage when run on 

the quantum backends. The kernel based QSVM models for the 

classification of the iris species, raisin and pumpkin seeds 

datasets when run on IBMQ_QASM_simulator are 232, 207 

and 186 times faster than the SVM based classification model 

respectively. The QML algorithms take leverage of quantum 

mechanics principles to process multiple states simultaneously 

and offers speedup advantage. The kernel based QSVM model 

deliver results which are 1.5% more accurate than SVM model, 

in case of iris dataset. The percentage degradation of 10% and 

15% is observed in the accuracy of the kernel based QSVM 

models for the classification of raisin and pumpkin seeds dataset 

respectively. The accuracy of theses QSVM model is less 

because of limited quantum data pre-processing techniques, 

limited hyperparameter tuning techniques, limited feature 

mapping techniques and noisy quantum systems. The results 

indicate that the QML has capability to surpass the classical ML 

when these issues were resolved. The speedup advantage is 

there but more efficient classifiers and other techniques need to 

be developed to improve the accuracy of the classification 

models. 
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